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That Guarantees No Success

by Ryan K Lindsay



NOTE: any and all advice given here will 
probs take you 5+ years to even start to 
positively put into action.

If that’s too long, walk.

Seriously.



YMMV with all this
You may do it all, to no avail
You may already have killer success doing 
other things
I may be wrong
I may also be a gigantic blowhard 
[SPOILERS: I am]

Dramatics Aside
DISCLAIMER KLAXON



However:

I am speaking from a place of my own 
“success”

I have also studied the success of others



At the end of this, I will take your Qs, and I 
will A all of them.

Start thinking about this for later.

Prepare Your Qs



You ready? I’m ready!

Let’s break into comics!
[cue applause]
[please don’t]



Is this a talk for writers or artists?
Much of this will cover both…
...but primarily, this is for writers.

Who Is Breaking In?



Definitions are key.
To me, ‘breaking in’ is about getting to 
actually make comics.
That’s DIY, small pub, Big Two, whatever.
Once you start making comics, you’re 
breaking in.
Once paid, you broke in.

What is Breaking In?



It really depends on your end goals.
Where do you want your comics career to 
go?
I planned to get paid gigs, from the Big Six, 
and to hopefully start to balance against the 
day job.

Definition - YMMV



Always set goals.
Then recalibrate them.
Ambition is not a dirty word - it’s better than 
wandering aimlessly and hoping, forever 
hoping.

Set Goals



Create.
For months. Years.
Do your 10k pages of hot garbage.
Your initial work is practise. Enjoy it.
Know this: “YOU ARE NOT READY YET!”
I wasn’t [might still not be]

Where To Start?



Study your craft like it’s your job.
Because I’m sure you wish it was.
Anyone can write, only a few do it well.
Don’t be lazy, be excited.
Read. Listen. Read. Watch. Read. Think.
Write every damn day.

How To Make With The Getting Better



Books
UNDERSTANDING COMICS - Scott McCloud

COMICS & SEQUENTIAL ART - Will Eisner

WORDS FOR PICTURES - Brian Michael Bendis

How To Make With The Getting Better



Videos
The Men Without Fear - a Daredevil doco
Kieron Gillen on Watchmen - YouTube
Brian Michael Bendis Ted talk
All the comics/writing Ted talks

How To Make With The Getting Better



Podcasts
Word Balloon - scrub the archives
Let’s Talk Comics - every single one
Nerdist Writer’s Panel, + Comics Podcast
Comics Experience Make Comics
Final Issue

How To Make With The Getting Better



Sites
Comics Writers Services - so. many. links.
thoughtballoons - practise/feedback
The Basement Tapes - column
Opening Contract - column/ebook

How To Make With The Getting Better



Specific Creators
find specific creators who match your 

ethos and track their interviews, read their 
books, search them on YouTube.

assess what makes them tick

How To Make With The Getting Better



Be Matt Fraction
He is my specific creator
I love his tumblr for comics analysis, the 

way he thinks about pages, panels, balloons, 
flow, everything

Back Matter - his is amazing, so are some 
others

How To Make With The Getting Better



There is no right time, no signal, you will just 
know.
Then you will go from creating, alone, to 
finishing.
There’s a world of difference from scripts to 
finished comics [duh].
And you still won’t be ready.

Eventually...You Leave The Nest



So that’s your superhero origin story.
Now let’s start running across rooftops.

How do you finally make comics?

From Theory to Practice



That first idea you have, the one you still hold 
onto?
Take it out. Now.
Burn it.
It’s old, it’s stale, it’s not good enough.
Yes, yes, ymmv.

Burn Your Beginnings



Everyone wants to make their epic.
Bring it down a notch.
Show you can tell a complete story.

How Big Is Too Big?



Make a 5 page story
It’s manageable - for all the team
It’s hard
When done right, it’s amazing.
Then throw it up online. For free.

Starting Small



You won’t make money.
None.
Not for a long time.
But you will spend it.

Oh, yeah...



Pay an artist. Trust me, it’s worth it.
But where to find an artist [collaborator]?

Invest In Yourself



Deviant Art - search things you dig, link 
bounce
Tumblr --> you’d be surprised <-- Instagram
Rad Pin Ups - then find sequentials
Twitter worked for me - not searching for but 
just meeting

Finding Collaborators



Look at some entry level works, and their 
credits
Find the art//colours/letter team and contact 
them

Stealing/Borrowing Collaborators



Talk to them like they’re human.
Think of it like dating.
Don’t do that pass/agg garbage where you 
tweet at them [“Maybe you should just draw 
my comics, ha, lol #whatevs] because that’s 
desperate.

Talking With Collaborators



If you want an artist’s time, you have to 
convince them why they should commit.
If you have prior work, that’s great. It shows 
ability to close, and shows quality.
If not, well...

Interesting Collaborators



Don’t be a dick.
Sound like you know what you’re talking 
about.
No typos.
Discuss story/influences/likes/vibe. Bring 
them into the collaboration, don’t just ‘art 
monkey’ them.

Interesting Collaborators



If you are a total newb, show them the $$$
This will grab an artist, this will help the 
deadline get nailed, and if done right this’ll 
ensure their quality.

Interesting Collaborators



Share copyright with your artist
Give the artist the first credit - both inside 
and front cover

Being Collaborators



Don’t skimp on art 
[colours/letters/design/printing].
I know it’s exciting to get stuff made, but 
what’s the point if it’s rank?
This is no race.
Do it right.

Garbage Collaborators



5 pages, maybe more, probably not more 
than a one-shot.
Put it into hands.
Online.
At cons.
But don’t be obnoxious.

First Completion



Create shorts.
Improve.
Congrats, you’re breaking in.
So, when should you try to level up?

Creating Small



Make a bit first.
A lot of bits.
Ensure they are good.
Then make something like a one-shot, or 
maybe a mini, and shop it around.
But that’s a hard game, be forewarned.

Level Up - Editor Assist



Meet some editors
Aussie cons have been getting US editors
Attend a US con [but only if your work is 
tight]
Send hardcopies to publishers

Editors



Get email.
Send PDF download links.
Be patient. Be polite.
But follow up.

Editors



…wash, rinse, repeat.
Eventually something will give, so long as 
you’re still making stuff.
Your DIY stuff adds up, if you keep showing 
it to them.

From There...



???
[preemptive answer: yes, I am sorry I have 
not been more helpful]

Questions


